
Reinventing  
treatment tables



N’Run EVO N’Run EVO2 3

Built-in heating system
The mattress with heating provides 
gentle warmth to make your 
patients feel fully relaxed.  
The best treatment starts with  
a warm welcoming.
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N’Run 5S

The N’Run 5S EVO is equipped 
in addition with 2 foldable side 
wings in the middle section. This 
multisectional table is completely 
ergonomic and versatile. Perfect for 
those professionals who seek staying 
very close to the patient when they 
need to.

N’Run 5
The N’Run 5 EVO is definitely the 
flagship of Naggura. It offers best 
comfort, full ergonomics and optimum 
finish. Electric height operation via 
the perimeter foot switch and electric 
drainage position adjusted by push 
buttons on the top frame. Equipped with 
4 hidden wheels which turn 360º. The 
best pillar of your work stands on the 
base of N’Run with cherry on top.

Oasis! The head section  
by Naggura
Oasis is a hi-tech foam head section 
with 2 different densities. Soft for 
maximum comfort and seamless 
for optimum hygiene. 
Dive into the oasis and get away 
from reality for a little while.

LED lighting
Create a nice and relaxing 
atmosphere in your therapy room. 
Shine a light on your Naggura EVO.

Side wings
Treat your patient in the most 
ergonomic position thanks to the 
foldable side wings. Always stay by 
the side of the patient.
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N’Run 
The ultimate therapy tables

Double density cushions
The double padded cushions 
combine a high-density foam with a 
soft upper layer. The perfect table for 
manipulation techniques. 
Your comfort zone!
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The premium line of physiotherapy and osteopathy 
tables that stand out from the crowd with their 
remarkable design. Now, fully evolved with new 
outstanding features.
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TwinLift by Naggura
Patented armrest system in the head 
section. Ergonomic, fully articulated 
by gas lift and lever. The arm 
supports can be lowered and lifted by 
the patient himself. The mechanism 
does not collide with the therapist 
when sitting in front of the headrest. 
Make yourself comfortable!
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Superior stability
The base of N’Run has been 
designed and built to become the 
strongest pillar of your work.  
It offers outstanding stability and 
guarantees optimal energy transfer 
during treatments. 
In pure solid state!

04N’Run
The outset of Naggura
Born to break the rules!

Spradling upholstery
High-end Spradling © upholstery 
with Permablok 3 coating technology 
for optimum quality, hygiene 
and durability in healthcare 
environments. 
The best skin for your table.
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More power
Fast and powerful engines to make 
your work easier and help you gain 
extra time. 
Since the driving force of Naggura is 
you!
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The N’Run style
‘Cause you deserve the best 
treatment table! Pure lines, 
elegant shapes and technical 
optimised solutions are the soul of 
Naggura’n. 
Tables that will leave you 
speechless!
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N’Run 5

5-section therapy table equipped 
with 2 engines. Electric height 
operation via the perimeter foot 
switch and electric drainage position 
adjusted by push buttons on the top 
frame. Equipped with TwinLift: the 
patient can adjust the armrests to 
reduce tension and get shoulder 
girdle relaxed during treatments.
4 wheels turning 360º.

N’Run 3

3-section therapy table that can 
be adjusted to multiple positions 
providing optimum flexibility and 
comfort. Equipped with 2 engines:  
electric height operation via the 
perimeter foot switch and electric 
drainage position adjusted by push 
buttons on the top frame. Also 
available in 80 cm wide.  
4 wheels turning 360º.

N’Run 4

4-section therapy table with 1 engine 
that controls the height of the table 
through the built-in perimeter foot 
switch. Equipped with Twinlift: the 
patient can adjust the armrests to 
reduce tension and get shoulder 
girdle relaxed during treatments. 
4 wheels turning 360º.

N’Run 2L

2-section therapy table for treatments on patients lying down in supine, 
prone or semi-sitting positions. 1 engine controls the table height through 
the perimeter foot switch, accessible from the 4 sides of the table. Ideal for 
physiotherapy, rehabilitation and examination. 4 wheels turning 360º.

N’Run 2W
2-section osteopathy table with side foldable armrests. Adjustable 
head section in positive and negative angles for cervical manipulation 
techniques. The special working section of 55 cm allows the osteopath 
staying close to the patient during treatments. Also available with density 
70 kg/m3. 4 wheels turning 360º.
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N’Go
The sports casual look!
Ready? Steady? Go!

The N’Go way
‘Cause you are active and dynamic! 
The N’Go collection of treatment 
tables highlights by their sports 
casual look and improved features. 
Just compact and cool. 
Are you ready to go?

Head section with double gas lift
The head section of each Naggura 
table is fitted with 2 gas lifts which 
allow optimum stability and 
strength.  
Long life ensured for your therapy 
table!
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Handlebar
Ergonomic hand support with a 
design inspired on a handlebar to 
be held by the patient when lying in 
prone position. 
Keep a grip on it!
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Spradling upholstery
High-end Spradling © upholstery 
with Permablok 3 coating technology 
for optimum quality, hygiene 
and durability in healthcare 
environments. 
The best skin for your table.

Easy access
The N’Go tables go down to 45 cm 
to give the best welcome to your 
patients. Perfect height to allow 
elderly people or patients with 
reduced mobility to get on the table.
Ideal also for those treatments 
that need the whole weight of 
the therapist to perform specific 
manipulation techniques in   
low position. 
Incomparable working ergonomics!
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5-section therapy table equipped 
with 2 engines: electric height 
operation through the built-in 
perimeter foot switch and electric 
drainage position adjusted by push 
buttons on the top frame. Equipped 
with TwinLift: the patient can adjust 
the armrests to reduce tension and 
get shoulder girdle relaxed during 
treatments.

N’Go 3

3-section therapy table that can be adjusted to multiple positions 
providing optimum flexibility and comfort. The table is equipped  
with 2 engines: electric height operation via the perimeter foot switch and 
electric drainage position adjusted by push buttons on the top frame. 

N’Go 2L

2-section therapy table for 
treatments on patients lying down 
in supine, prone or semi-sitting 
positions. 1 engine controls the table 
height through the perimeter foot 
switch, accessible from the 4 sides 
of the table. Ideal for physiotherapy, 
rehabilitation and examination. 

N’Go 2W

2-section osteopathy table with side 
foldable armrests. Adjustable head 
section in positive and negative 
angles for cervical manipulation 
techniques. The special working 
section of 55 cm allows the 
osteopath staying close to the patient 
during treatments. Also available 
with density 70 kg/m3.

4-section therapy table equipped 
with 1 engine that controls the height 
of the table through the built-in 
perimeter foot switch. Equipped 
with TwinLift: the patient can adjust 
the armrests to reduce tension and 
get shoulder girdle relaxed during 
treatments.

N’Go 5 N’Go 4
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Naggura keeps on creating and 
reinventing premium treatment tables 
that stand out from the crowd.  
That’s Naggura’n. 

Physiotherapy and osteopathy tables 
born to break the rules. We change the 
present to build up a new future.


